Word recall intervention (alternative sentences)

Span 2b

Ready?
An octopus has 8 legs.
The boy is selling sweets.
Correct answer

legs
sweets
What helps you remember the word?
Keep rehearsing.
She is a teacher.
There are 6 keys.
He is the King.
She has a yellow bucket.
This is a snake.
The book is on a high shelf.
This is a green apple.
The bee has 3 wings.
This book is open.
They are playing a card game.
What helps you remember the word?
Keep rehearsing.
This is a huge rabbit.
He is holding a star.
The cat is eating.
This is a tall lighthouse.
The monkey is hanging by his tail.
There are 5 pencils.
End of alternative span 2 (b)